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8.-GEXERAL CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that mental fatigue is most e\tdent and serious when the work
is of a kind that demands prolonged concentration of attention and 6:[<^"?f
that then its most prominent feature is a collapse of 'directive aciKm \
which manifests itself in impairment and distraction of uitentioru loss
of skill, irritability, and other symptoms of loss of self-control, and
finally in more serious disorders of %ol:tion, cognition, and emotion.
But, in addition to such fatigue of volitional 'direction'. \*e must also
admit the likelihood of fatigue of the mental processes which are subject
to such direction. At the one extreme 'Vve may recognize the fatigue of
highly intellectual creative work, at the other the fatigue of such purely
routine work as adding up columns of numbers. In both a certain direc-
tion and routine are inevitably involved, but in each their relative
importance is clearly very different.
We must realize, then, that not only volitional 'direction" but also the Of processes
processes which are subject to such direction must Involve excitation, *"$***T0 lt
inhibition, and co-ordination. These several activities are, as \ve have
seen, each liable to 'fatigue'. We have >et to learn the relations between
the fatigue of directive activity and the fatigue of the processes which
are subject to it. It is easy to suppose, if \ve assume their analogy respect-
ively to a driver and his horses, that In fatigue of the former the horses
escape from their driver's control; but it may also conceivable happen
that they are themselves too tired at the time to run away. Hence, accord-
ing to the balance between such opposing conditions, output may be
initially increased in quantity or from the start diminished in quantity
and quality.
On the physiological side we may conjecture that chemical bodies Hypothesis of
adverse to excitation, inhibition, and co-ordination are formed, either,
like acetylcholine, neurogenic or humoral in nature, or resembling in
their action the toxins generated by excessive muscular activity. It may
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